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Abstract: Tree mortality is a key process in forest dynamics. Despite decades of effort to understand
this process, many uncertainties remain. South American broadleaf species are particularly
under-represented in global studies on mortality and forest dynamics. We sampled monospecific
broadleaf Nothofagus pumilio forests in northern Patagonia to predict tree mortality based on stem
growth. Live or dead conditions in N. pumilio trees can be predicted with high accuracy using growth
rate as an explanatory variable in logistic models. In Paso Córdova (CO), Argentina, where the
models were calibrated, the probability of death was a strong negative function of radial growth,
particularly during the six years prior to death. In addition, negative growth trends during 30 to
45 years prior to death increased the accuracy of the models. The CO site was affected by an extreme
drought during the summer 1978–1979, triggering negative trends in radial growth of many trees.
Individuals showing below-average and persistent negative trends in radial growth are more likely
to die than those showing high growth rates and positive growth trends in recent decades, indicating
the key role of droughts in inducing mortality. The models calibrated at the CO site showed high
verification skill by accurately predicting tree mortality at two independent sites 76 and 141 km
away. Models based on relative growth rates showed the highest and most balanced accuracy for
both live and dead individuals. Thus, the death of individuals across different N. pumilio sites was
largely determined by the growth rate relative to the total size of the individuals. Our findings
highlight episodic severe drought as a triggering mechanism for growth decline and eventual death
for N. pumilio, similar to results found previously for several other species around the globe. In the
coming decades, many forests globally will be exposed to more frequent and/or severe episodes of
reduced warm-season soil moisture. Tree-ring studies such as this one can aid prediction of future
changes in forest productivity, mortality, and composition.
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1. Introduction

In recent decades, many observations of forest decline globally have incentivized the study of
the causes of forest decline and mortality related to rapidly changing climate [1–4] (and references
therein). In several cases, tree mortality is preceded, from a few years to decades, by reductions in
growth [5,6]. Since many factors are involved in mortality process, it remains difficult to understand
why some individuals die and others stay alive within the same stand [1,3,7–9].

Many of the studies devoted to understanding tree mortality use annual records of stem growth
preserved by tree rings [10–12]. Tree rings offer many advantages for the study of mortality including the
accurate dating of the year of tree death, as well as the possibility of developing annual-resolved records
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of tree productivity without the need for periodic measurements or forest inventories [13]. In addition,
dendrochronological records from around the world provide information on geographic and historical
variations on forest response to climate variability at continental or hemispheric scales [14–16].

It is generally accepted that tree vulnerability to death is associated with previous productivity [17,
18]. Negative growth trends prior to death have been observed in a large number of tree species around
the world. Mortality models based on tree growth have generated consistent results for gymnosperms
globally [6]. Studies on angiosperms species are less common but also appear to indicate slow growth
rates previous to mortality [19–21]. The duration of growth decline prior to mortality varies in relation
to species, site, and cause of tree death [6,21–23]. These decreases in long-term growth have been
associated with major restrictions on hydraulic functions and/or carbon starvation [6,19,24–26].

Despite the above-mentioned efforts to predict tree mortality, a global understanding of how
climate drives tree mortality is still lacking. This incentivizes efforts to develop and employ common
methodological strategies across many sites globally to assess relationships between tree-ring-based
records of growth and mortality. The representativeness of angiosperms in tree mortality studies using
global databases, in particular the South American tree broadleaf species, is very poor [6,27–29].

Warming-induced growth reductions and forest decline are expected for the 21st century, especially
in warmer and drier areas [14,30]. In Patagonian forests, growth reductions of dominant tree species
since the 1980s have been related to the positive phase of the Southern Annular Mode [16,31,32].
Extreme droughts and decreasing precipitation in northern Patagonia have induced extensive forest
dieback concurrent with negative trends in radial growth of Austrocedrus chilensis, Nothofagus dombeyii
and Nothofagus pumilio [33–37]. In previous work [38], we recorded differences in tree growth trends
among N. pumilio individuals with varying degrees of crown dieback in low-elevation forests. The trees
with most crown dieback showed the steepest long-term negative trends in radial growth triggered by
extreme drought events in the eastern-dry edge of the N. pumilio distribution [38]. The percentage of
trees showing sustained declining BAI lasting two to six decades was around 44%, ranging from 22%
to 88% [38]. In these forest stands, visited during the period 1998–2012, we recorded that, on average,
17% of standing trees were dead (ranging from 5% to 33%, DBH > 10 cm) [39]. Although the decrease
in radial growth concurrent with the poor health of these trees suggests an increase in the probability
of mortality, the growth trends of live vs. dead N. pumilio trees have not yet been compared to validate
this assumption.

The objective of this study is to investigate the relationships between various tree-ring variables
and the probability of mortality for N. pumilio individuals in northern Patagonia. Specifically, the
objectives are to (1) determine the probability of mortality based on growth rates and trends and (2)
analyze for which time intervals (short, medium, or long term) these variables best predict the N.
pumilio mortality in northern Patagonian forests. We hypothesized that (1) dead trees have significantly
lower growth rates and more pronounced negative growth trends than living trees under similar site
conditions; and (2) models can successfully predict N. pumilio mortality at distant sites, independent
from the forests in which the models were calibrated.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Sampling Procedures

The study sites are located in northern Patagonia, Argentina (Table 1), a mountainous region with
cold wet winters and mild, relatively dry summers [40]. Three sites in pure N. pumilio stand at the
eastern boundary of its distribution were selected to determine the growth patterns associated with
tree mortality (Table 1). Elevations of selected plots range from 1365 to 1583 m above sea level. Due to
the strong rain-shadow effect of the Andes, trees located near the eastern boundary of the N. pumilio
distribution are more frequently affected by water stress than those located further west.
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Table 1. N. pumilio study sites. Site name and code, geographical location, altitude, and number of
trees sampled at each site.

Site Sample Coordinates Altitude N Trees

plot Latitute S Longitude W Masl Sampled

Paso Córdova CO 40◦35′32.6′′ 71◦08′33.0′′ 1365 120
Cerro
Challhuaco CH 41◦15′41.9′′ 71◦16′57.4′′ 1459 40

Perito Moreno MO 41◦46′41.0′′ 71◦35′21.0′′ 1583 40

The probability of death was estimated based on the patterns of tree growth using logistic
regression models. These models are generally used in cases where the response variable is binary (0 or
1) and the explanatory variable is continuous [41,42]. In this work, the response variable corresponds
to the dead (1) or living (0) condition, while the explanatory variables correspond to growth variables
as detailed below. After calibrating the models, both internal and external validations were performed.

For calibration and internal validation of the models, we used the radial growth data from trees
from our most thoroughly sampled site in Paso Córdova (CO). For external validation, we used the
sites Challhuaco (CH) and Perito Moreno (MO), located approximately 76 km and 141 km from CO,
respectively. At CO, 60 pairs of live and dead trees from 3 adjacent plots were selected for a total of 120
trees. At CH and MO, 20 pairs of individuals were sampled, making a total of 40 pairs and 80 trees for
external validation of the model (Table 1). Based on forest plots established in previous work at CO,
the percentage of dead trees ranges from 21% to 33% [39].

Following the methodology proposed by Bigler and Bugman [22], we selected, within a maximum
distance of 50 m between trees, pairs of dead/living trees with similar diameters and competition
indexes. This paired sampling approach minimizes biases in the probability of death related to size and
competition. Competition indices (CI) were calculated for each living and dead tree using the diameter
at breast height for each individual tree (DBHi) and its six nearest neighboring trees (DBHj), as well as
the distance between each focal tree and its six nearest neighboring trees (Distj). We calculated the
Hegyi competition index [43] as follows

CIH =
n∑

j=1

DBH j/DBHi/Dist j.

When one or more of the six nearest neighbors were dead, the indices were first calculated taking
into account the total number of individuals and then only the living neighbors. Additional CI indices
were estimated limiting the distances between the focal tree and its neighbors to a radius of 4, 5,
and 6 m.

The null hypothesis of normal distribution for DBH and CI, from both living and dead trees, was
tested using the Shapiro-Wilk test [44]. Since CIs for living and dead trees are not normally distributed,
significant differences between them were assessed using the Kruskal-Wallis tests [45]. Given that the
sample strategy was designed to avoid biases in the probability of death related to size and competition,
no significant differences were expected. Considering that we could not measure the exact age of the
trees due to rot in the interior of many trunks, we calculated minimum age for each individual at
coring height. We also measured tree height. Differences in minimum age and height were also tested
using Kruskal-Wallis tests.

2.2. Dendrochronological Analysis and Growth Variables

Two to four samples were collected from each tree at breast height using increment borers. When
possible, the samples were obtained from opposite sides of the stem to avoid biases induced by
eccentricity. Due to wood decay and the associated uncertainty in the dating precision, only dead
trees with evidence of recent death, namely presence of bark and small branches, were selected.
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The dendrochronological methods described in [46] were used to date and measure the samples. The
cores were mounted on wooden mounts and polished with progressively smaller grit sandpaper (from
60 to 600). Samples were visually dated and ring widths measured using a Velmex measurement
system with a resolution of 0.001 mm. The dating was verified using the program COFECHA [47],
which detects potential errors by comparing inter-series correlation.

To quantify changes in radial growth for both live and dead trees, we estimated the basal area
increments (BAI) for each tree. The BAI is derived from the annual ring widths and the radius of
each tree, being IABt = π (r2

t − r2
t−1), where r corresponds to the radius of the tree and t is the year of

formation of the growth ring. We used the bai.out function of the dplR package [48,49] to estimate the
BAIs. The bai.out function calculates BAI from the bark to the pith using the DBH of each individual
and the corresponding ring-width series as inputs. In this study, the ring-width series resulted from
averaging the 2–4 radii from each individual. The diameter was the DBH measured in the field.

For each site, live and dead BAI chronologies were developed based on robust-mean estimates
using dplR [48,49]. For each chronology, the upper and lower 99% confidence intervals of the index
mean were calculated using 1000 bootstrap replicates [50].

2.3. Calibration and Validation of the Mortality Models

Logistic regression models were applied to the growth data from the CO site following the
methodology proposed by Bigler and Bugmann [22]. Growth indicators (explanatory variables) were
classified into two categories: “growth level” and “growth trend”. Variables considered within the
“growth level” category were the means in BAI for the last 3, 5, 6, 7, 10, 15, 20, and 25 years and their
respective logarithms, as well as the relative growth during the last 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40,
45, and 50 years of growth and their respective logarithms. The relative growth is the ratio between the
average BAI of the selected period of growth and the total basal area (BAI/BA). The log transformation
function is used to normalize the BAI distribution and reduce the disproportionate effect of very high
BAI values. Variables considered within the “growth trend” category were the coefficients from linear
regressions adjusted to the last 5 to 50 years of growth, every 5 years. Since some trees were 50–75 years
old, we limited growth trends to the last 50 years [51].

The best logistic regression models were selected using the Akaike information criterion (AIC) [52].
Since AIC values in logistic models with small to moderate sample sizes may be biased [53,54],
the Bayes information criterion (BIC) was also calculated [55]. In a first step, models with only one
explanatory variable were generated and the models with the lowest AIC were selected. After that, a
second explanatory variable from a different category from the first (growth level vs. growth trend)
was considered [22]. The one- and two-predictor models that yielded the lowest AIC and BIC values
were selected for validation.

Both internal- and cross-validation procedures were used to validate the selected models.
For internal validation, we split all pairs from the CO site in half for model development, withholding
the other half for model validation. This process was repeated 200 times with bootstrap resampling [22].
Predicted values >0.475 and <0.475 were assigned to "dead" and "live" conditions, respectively.
Following Bigler and Bugmann [12], the threshold of 0.475 was established by dividing the number of
dead individuals by the total number of alive and dead individuals, in our case 54/114. After the 200
resamplings, we calculated the average percentage of correctly classified dead and living trees for each
model (i.e., successful classification rates). Notably, considering a single pre-determined threshold
value (>0.475) for classification of modeled predictions of mortality can introduce bias, especially when
one of the categories is over-represented. To complement the classification based on a single threshold
value, we also used the value of area under the curve (AUC) [56]. The AUC is the area below the
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. The ROC curve relates to the sensitivity (true positive
rate: Proportion of values 1, classified as 1 by the model) and the 1-specificity (false positive rate:
Proportion of values 0, classified as 1 by the model) for each of the possible thresholds. The larger the
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area below this curve (greater AUC), the more successes a particular model has for both categories.
AUC calculations were performed using R’s pROC package [56,57].

External or cross validation was carried out by applying the selected models for CO to the
two independent sites: Challhuaco (CH) and Perito Moreno (MO). The threshold for classifying the
predicted live-dead categories was the same as for the calibration (0.475). AUC values were also
calculated for the external validation.

3. Results

3.1. DBH and Competition Index

The DBH of living and dead individuals ranged from 15 to 110 cm in CO and CH, while trees in
MO were between 15 and 70 cm (Figure 1). Following the sampling strategy, no significant differences
in DBH and CI were found between live and dead trees at any of the three sites (Figure 1). Figure 1
also shows the results for the CIH taking into account the six nearest neighbors (including both living
and standing dead trees). Similarly, no significant differences for CIH were recorded for distances of 4,
5, and 6 m between the focal tree and its neighbors, either taking into account all neighbors or only
living neighbors (Results not shown). Although not significant, dead trees at CH may be more affected
by competition. We did not find significant differences in terms of minimum age and height, except at
the CH site where dead trees are significantly older than living trees (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Frequency distribution of diameter at breast height (DBH), and box and whisker plots for
DBH, minimum age at sampling height, height, and CIH for dead and live trees in Paso Córdova (CO),
Challhuaco (CH), and Perito Moreno (MO) sites. Significant differences according to the Kruskal-Wallis
test are indicated with an asterisk.

3.2. BAI Chronologies

From a total of 120 trees sampled in CO, reliable dating was obtained from 114 trees (Table 2).
The remaining trees (five dead and one alive) showed sapwood rot or low ring-width correlation with
the rest of the individuals preventing the precise cross-dating. At the CH and MO sites, all individuals
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were successfully dated. At all sites, the mean series intercorrelation (Rbar) was high at CO and MO.
Rbar at CH was lower but the expressed population signal (EPS) indicated well-replicated chronologies
for all sites (Table 2) [58,59]. Cross-dated trees exhibited bark remnants, suggesting that the last ring
formed in the xylem was present, providing a reliable date of tree death. According to the sampling
strategy (recently dead trees), the dates of death were concentrated from year 2000 to present (Figure 2).

Table 2. Number of dated trees, number of dated series (radii), period with more than five series,
average series intercorrelation (Rbar) between series, and expressed population signal (EPS).

Site N Trees N Series Period > 5 Series Series Intercorrelation EPS

CO 114 245 1844–2015 0.331 0.985
CH 40 79 1758–2015 0.179 0.907
MO 40 93 1763–2015 0.308 0.966
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Figure 2. Number of tree deaths per year at the three sample sites.

Differences in growth levels and trends between BAI chronologies from living and dead trees
were recorded at the three sampling sites (Figure 3). Since the end of the 19th century, dead trees in CO
showed a sustained increase in BAI, which stabilized at mean values around 2500 mm2/year towards
the middle of the 20th century. However, these trees showed a negative trend from the 1940s onward,
which became markedly pronounced during the last decades of the 20th century, reaching values of
less than 1000 mm2/year or even close to 500 mm2 in some years (Figure 3). On the other hand, the
living trees maintained the positive trend on basal growth until the 1970s, approximately. After that,
negative growth trends were also observed in living trees. However, the growth rates in living trees
were higher than 1000 mm2/year for most of the 20th century and beginning of 21st century. While
growth rates for both groups of trees during the early and mid-20th century were not significantly
different (confidence intervals overlap), towards the end of the century, the growth rates for dead trees
became significantly lower than for living trees.
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Dead trees at CH had stable growth rates during the late 19th and early 20th centuries, fluctuating
between 1000 and 2000 mm2/year (Figure 3). From the 1940s to present, a slightly negative trend
in growth among dead trees started, becoming more pronounced in the early 1980s. Live trees
showed a sustained positive trend from the end of the 19th century until present. The growth levels
were significantly different between the two categories after the 1980s (no overlapping confidence
intervals). The growth from live trees exceeded 2000 mm2/year after the 1950s and reached almost
3000 mm2/year in the last few decades. In contrast, the growth rates from dead trees remained mostly
below 1000 mm2/year over the same period.

The chronologies from live and dead trees at MO were almost identical until the 1970s–1980s.
However, after this decade, both chronologies differed markedly. While dead individuals began to
show a sustained negative trend in growth, living trees followed a positive trend. At the MO site, dead
and live trees maintained growth rates less than 1000 mm2/year throughout the 19th and 20th centuries
except for a few years of larger growth rates during the 1920s–1930s (Figure 3). Following the 1980s,
live trees had substantially higher growth rates (>1000 mm2/year) than dead trees (<100 mm2/year).

During the 19th, and through the mid-20th century, dead trees at CO and CH had greater growth
rates than living trees (Figure 3). In the most recent decades, the average growth trends from dead trees
were negative for the three sites, though starting in different years during the 20th century. Dead trees
at CO showed the earliest and steepest negative growth trends, followed by CH and MO. Differences
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in growth trends were also observed among the sites for living trees. In the most recent decades, living
tree growth trends were slightly negative at CO, markedly positive at CH, and relatively stable at MO
(Figures 3 and 4).
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3.3. Logistic Models

Figure 4 shows the individual and median BAI of dead (live) trees from the death year (sampling
year) to the preceding 50 years. For most dead trees, a negative BAI trend starting 40 and 35 years
prior to death was followed by very low BAI values over the 10 years prior to death (<1000 mm2/year),
and a negative trend approaching 0 mm2/year towards the year of death. As mentioned above, trends
for living trees differed between sites but all tended to decrease from five years to zero years prior to
the sampling date (Figure 4). Overall, live trees showed higher growth rates than dead trees over the
last 25 to 35 years. During the 50 years prior to death, some of the dead trees at CH showed growth
rates similar to live trees at CO (Figure 4). Trees at MO had lower DBH than at CO and CH (Figure 1)
and had lower growth rates (Figure 3). Close to the upper tree-line (1583 m asl), trees at the colder MO
site were smaller than at the mesic, lower-elevation CO and CH sites. Thus, the growth rates of live
MO trees did not become as high as the growth rates of live CO trees (Figure 4).

Single-predictor logistic models were calibrated for the CO site using 114 trees (59 live trees and
55 dead trees). Tables 3 and 4 show the results for the single-predictor models with the lowest AIC
and BIC values. Based on the lowest AIC and BIC values, the variables most strongly associated with
likelihood of mortality were the growth level during the last 6 years (bai6, Table 3) and the growth
trends of the last 40 and 35 years (locreg40 and locreg35, Table 4). In all cases, low growth rate or
negative growth trend was associated with increased likelihood of mortality.
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Table 3. Best models with one explanatory variable: Growth level, ranked according to Akaike
information criterion (AIC) value.

logLik AIC BIC p-Value

bai6 −37.340 78.7 84.2 1.65 × 10−7 ***
bai5 −39.309 82.6 88.1 1.20 × 10−7 ***

logbai6 −40.886 85.8 91.2 9.42 × 10−9 ***
bai7 −41.032 86.1 91.5 9.25 × 10−8 ***
bai3 −41.435 86.9 92.3 2.90 × 10−7 ***

logbai5 −43.013 90 95.5 6.08 × 10−9 ***
logrelBAI6 −44.034 92.1 100.1 4.40 × 10−9 ***
logrelBAI5 −45.690 95.4 100.9 9.08 × 10−9 ***

relBAI6 −46.531 97.1 102.5 2.41 × 10−7 ***

*** indicate a significance of 99.9%

Table 4. Best models with one explanatory variable: Growth trend, ranked according to AIC value.

logLik AIC BIC p-Value

locreg40 −69.589 143.2 148.7 2.10 × 10−4 ***
locreg35 −70.464 144.9 150.4 3.82 × 10−4 ***
locreg30 −71.646 147.3 152.8 7.99 × 10−4 ***
locreg45 −72.463 148.9 154.4 1.26 × 10−3 ***

*** indicate a significance of 99.9%

The models with two explanatory variables that had the lowest AIC and BIC values all included
bai6 as the growth level predictor (Table 5), and growth trend for the last 40, 35, 30, or 45 years (locreg40,
locreg35, locreg35, and locreg45). A commonly used rule in step-wise modeling is that a more complex
model is superior if the AIC is reduced by >2 [60]. According to this rule, models that include bai6
and a growth trend variable for the last 40 or 35 years would be better than models based on only a
single variable bai6 model. However, adding a trend variable to the bai6 model did not reduce the BIC
(Tables 3 and 5).

Table 5. Best models with two explanatory variables: Growth level and growth trend, ranked according
to AIC value.

logLik AIC BIC p-Value 1st Variable p-Value 2nd Variable

bai6 + locreg40 −34.973 76.0 84.2 6.20 × 10−7 *** 0.0484 *
bai6 + locreg35 −35.05 76.1 84.3 5.64 × 10−7 *** 0.0514
bai6 + locreg30 −35.414 76.8 85.0 5.33 × 10−7 *** 0.069
bai6 + locreg45 −35.739 77.5 85.7 4.34 × 10−7 *** 0.094

*** indicate a significance of 99.9% ; * indicates a significance of 95%

3.4. Validation of Logistics Models

Models were generally more successful at correctly classifying the “dead” than the “live” condition
of trees at CO (Table S1). This difference was less pronounced when adding growth trend as a secondary
predictor to the bai6 model. Adding logreg40 to the bia6 model increased the percentage of correctly
classified live trees from 81% to 85%. However, the percentage of correctly classified dead trees
remained stable (93%). Several models using bai6 along with growth trends from the last 30 to
40 years as predictors showed larger percentages of internal calibration successes for live trees in CO
(about 85%). Overall, both live and dead trees in CO decreased their growth during the last 40 years,
but growth reductions were significantly greater for dead trees (Figure 5B).
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During the external validation using 40 trees at each of the CH and MO sites, the CO-calibrated
models had similarly high skill at CH and MO (Table S1). At CH, the percentage of correctly classified
trees ranged between 65% and 90% for dead trees, 85% and 100% for live trees, and 77.5% and 90%
for dead for all (dead and live) trees. Similarly, successful classification rates at MO varied between
80% and 100% for dead trees, 65% and 90% for live trees, and 82.5% and 95% for all trees. Contrasting
results emerge for CH and MO sites regarding the predictive power of the models with the lowest AIC
in the calibration stage. While the models with the lowest AIC (AIC < 77.5) correctly classified all dead
individuals at MO (100%), the percentage of dead trees successfully classified at CH was closer to 70%
with the same models. Conversely, 90% and 75% of live trees were correctly classified in CH and MO,
respectively (Table S1).

The comprehensive analysis of the percentage of trees correctly classified by the selected models
for validation reveals that the only model that equaled or exceeded the 90% of trees correctly classified
in both living and dead categories at both external validation sites was the model that used relBAI6 as
the sole predictor (Table S1). Only using the mean BAI during the last six years before death relative to
the total BA of the tree, 90% of the dead trees were correctly classified in CO and CH, and 100% in MO.
In addition, 90% of the live trees were correctly classified in MO and CH, and 78.4% in CO using the
same variable. Figure 5C shows the BAI differences between live and dead trees based on the relative
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growth for the last six years. This model does not show the highest AIC, BIC, or AUC in the calibration
stage, nor the highest number of successes in the internal validation at the CO site (Table S1).

4. Discussion

Mortality is a complex process that involves multiple causes acting simultaneously on trees
from short time scales to decades [1,61]. Short-time scale disturbances can include fires, windstorms,
droughts, and insect outbreaks. Here, we target mortality processes at decadal scales, likely related
to the health status and growth decline of individuals and not due to short, catastrophic events
that simultaneously kill many trees in a stand regardless of tree vulnerability. We analyzed the
N. pumilio growth patterns from dead and live trees in northern Patagonia, Argentina, to broaden
our understanding of growth characteristics predisposing trees to death or survival. From a few
years to decades prior to death, trees destined to die prior to their living counterparts showed lower
growth rates and steeper negative trends in radial growth than living trees. Live or dead conditions
in N. pumilio individuals can be predicted with high accuracy using growth rate as an explanatory
variable in logistic models. The probability of death is consistently explained by low levels of radial
growth, especially during the six years prior to death. The probability of mortality is also strongly
linked to negative trends in growth during the last 30 to 45 years prior to death. These results support
our hypothesis and confirm that individuals showing below-average and persistent negative trends in
radial growth are more likely to die than those showing high rates and positive trends in tree growth
in recent decades. Our results are generally consistent with Bigler and Bugmann [22], who showed
that growth rates in the last 3 years and negative trends during the last 25 years were the predictors
most related to the mortality of Picea abies (L.) Karst. in the European Alps. Studies focusing on other
species have also reported slower growth rates in declining or dead individuals vs. healthy individuals,
serving as a potential early warning signal for tree death [19,21,62–66]. Particularly for the evergreen
Nothofagus dombeyi in Patagonia, Suarez et al. [33] found that dead trees during the extreme drought
event in 1998–1999 showed lower growth rates 30 years prior to the drought when compared with
trees that survived.

Low growth rate in the several years prior to death appears to be the most important distinguishing
characteristic of trees that are soon to die. At Paso Córdova (CO), the site where the models were
calibrated, the mean growth during the last six years (bai6) stands out as the most powerful variable
to predict the live or dead condition. Following 200 resamplings, the model with only bai6 as an
explanatory variable accurately predicted 93% and 81% of dead and living trees, respectively. Although
the inclusion of negative trends in growth appears less important in the models, adding the growth
trends over the last 30 to 45 years increased the percentage of correctly classified living individuals.
Importantly, low growth rate near the end of a tree life and a negative growth trend in the decades
leading up to this time are not independent, as low growth rate is often the result of a negative growth
trend [39], underscoring the importance of radial growth trends as indicators of tree vulnerability
to mortality.

Rodríguez-Catón et al. [36] showed that around 1978, i.e., 37 years prior to the sampling year,
a severe drought event triggered negative growth trends in N. pumilio forests with crown dieback in
northern Patagonia, which has continued to the present. Both recently dead and most living trees
show negative growth trends at CO since 1978, but the dead trees decreased faster than the living in
the last ~40 years, reaching very low growth rates before dying (Figures 3–5). 1978–1979 was also the
drought year that triggered a growth decline among many Austrocedrus chilensis trees at another site
in Patagonia [35]. Other studies have also shown the role of droughts in triggering negative growth
trends and increasing the risk of mortality [67–71]. Once the negative trend begins, most individuals
remained alive for several decades prior to death. Although micro-site conditions, age, and competition
may influence tree vulnerability, extreme droughts and warming have also been related to growth
decline and mortality in Fagaceae species such as oak [5,72–74]. The comparatively lower percentage
of correctly classified living trees may reflect the declining condition of the forest in CO [36]. The
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misclassification of 15–19% of living trees in CO may be related to the negative growth trends starting
in 1978 in these individuals. These results are also in accordance with those from Suarez et al. [33] who
identified a match between a regional drought event in 1956–1957 and the approximate date when
growth trajectories of live and dead adult trees diverged. We plan to monitor these trees over the
next decade to see if model results provide a premature classification of future mortality of living but
declining individuals.

While tree mortality results from the interaction of several factors such as site, species, biotic,
and abiotic agents [1,61,75,76], the ultimate cause of death in the N. pumilio trees may be related to
insufficient carbon production required for maintenance or repair of damaged tissues due to xylem
cavitation [62]. However, additional observations related to carbohydrate production and accumulation
in N. pumilio are necessary to test this hypothesis [26,77–80]. At the same time, studies on hydraulic
mechanisms, wood density, and genetic differences between dead and living individuals would provide
additional insights to the ultimate cause of mortality. Piper and Fajardo [81] found negative BAI trends
related to age in N. pumilio but no evidence of carbon limitation related with age or height, since
non-structural carbohydrates did not decline with age or height. These authors proposed that declining
wood density in older and taller trees could prevent carbon limitation by increasing water storage
capacity. The role of lower wood density in increasing water storage capacity and associated resistance
to cavitation was also proposed for drier Nothofagus sites including N. pumilio in Patagonia [82]. Wood
density, together with other hydraulic functional traits such us higher hydraulic capacitance of the
leaves and stems, higher ability to recover hydraulic conductivity, and tighter stomatal control of
evaporative losses, are important to survive to droughts, as shown in surviving Austrocedrus chilensis
vs. dying Nothofagus dombeyi trees growing at the same site after the 1998–1999 drought in northern
Patagonia [33,83]. In recent decades, particularly from 1980 onwards, increased water use efficiency
and rising delta 118O in lower and upper elevation N. pumilio forests have likely resulted from drying
environmental conditions [32]. However, greater plasticity in ecophysiological traits (e.g., stomatal
conductance) of low elevation forest may become an advantage for these forests under a warmer
climate [84,85].

Insects or pathogens may also be important in determining tree death as these biotic agents may
act opportunistically on weakened trees [86–88]. In northern Patagonia, N. pumilio forests are exposed
to insect outbreak events related to dry and warm springs [89]. In previous studies we also observed
that declining trees tended to show signs of damage from bark beetles and woodpeckers, but other
biotic agents present in the stem or crown such as hemiparasitic plants, fungi, and lichen did not differ
between declining and healthy individuals [90]. The presence of woodpecker cavities in declining vs.
healthy N. pumilio trees has also been reported in other study also relating tree dieback and growth
decline to regional droughts [91], but the presence of birds may be also related to the availability of
wood-boring larvae [92].

Our second hypothesis that a tree-ring-based mortality model from one site can be used to predict
mortality at other sites was partially supported by our results. Despite some differences in terms of
growth rates, size, and age between the three sites, the models calibrated for the CO site showed,
in general, >80% of correctly classified trees (both live and dead) at the CH and MO sites (Table S1).
However, differences between the percentages of accurately classified live and dead trees at both sites
revealed interesting discrepancies between sites and models. The bai6 + locreg40 model had less
classification skill for dead individuals at CH (70%) than at CO (93%), which may reflect the higher
growth rate along with less negative growth trends among some dead trees at CH compared to CO
(Figures 4 and 5). In other words, some dead trees at CH have growth levels and trends similar to the
live CO trees, and therefore, are classified as likely to be living. A similar situation occurs at the MO
site, although there, a few live trees are erroneously classified as dead. Indeed, since the growth rates
of some live trees at MO are not as high as those at CO, the models classify these few trees as dead
(Figures 4 and 5).
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To overcome the differences related to tree size, age, or stand histories between the three sites,
other predictors were analyzed. We observed a greater ability to predict the living and dead conditions
for the model based on relBAI6 as a predictor, suggesting that the death of individuals across different
sites is largely determined by low levels of growth relative to the total size of the individuals. In order
to have low BAI relative to the total BA in the last six years, it is likely that larger values of BAI during
some period before the present was followed by negative growth trends. Although the applicability of
our models may be limited to mortality related to growth decline and climate variability, we correctly
classified 90% or more of the trees using BAI relative to tree size at sites reserved for validation.
Similar results were documented for other species and sites demonstrating the importance of growth
performance relative to tree size in determining tree mortality across different biomes [93,94]. Given
the regional extent of growth decline related to climate changes in the last decades of the widespread
Nothofagus pumilio and other Patagonian species, our results may be relevant for future predictions of
forest mortality during the 21st century.

Accurate prediction of forest responses to climate change are key for adaptive forest management.
Previous studies showed evidence of long-term negative growth trends prior to death in both
gymnosperms and shade-tolerant angiosperms [6]. However, evidence of long-term negative pre-death
trends for drought-tolerant angiosperms is very scarce [19,20]. This lack of evidence could be related
to the relatively low representation of broadleaf species in the literature [4,6,64,94,95]. Likewise,
studies with South American deciduous species are comparatively scarce [33,37–39]. To the best of
our knowledge, this paper provides the first evidence for longstanding negative trends prior to death,
as well as low levels of growth six years prior to death, for a deciduous subalpine angiosperm species
in the Southern Hemisphere. We followed previously used and generally accepted methodologies for
predicting the living-dead condition of trees [6,12,22,51], providing new information from deciduous
South American species, which now can be compared with other species from various biomes
worldwide. In the coming decades, many forests will likely be exposed to more frequent episodes of
reduced warm-season soil water availability and higher atmospheric moisture demand. Long records
of tree-ring growth appear capable of improving our understanding of future consequences of climate
change for forest productivity and survival across a range of scales, which may be useful for adaptive
forest management.

Supplementary Materials: Table S1. Validation results for logistic tree mortality models, is available online at
http://www.mdpi.com/1999-4907/10/6/489/s1.
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